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Editorial - Hello from PINNT’s new National Secretary
Warm greetings everyone, I would like to introduce myself as PINNT’s new National
Secretary – I am here at PINNT’s service to ensure its continued smooth operation
and amazing support for all its members. To be clear I am not on PN (Parenteral
Nutrition) or EN (Enteral Nutrition) so I am learning as much as I can about what
this entails and I recognise that, unless I am ever in the position to receive this
life-saving therapy, I may never fully comprehend how it feels – but I would like
to assure all readers and members that I am committed to understanding it as
comprehensively as possible.
I am both astonished and highly impressed by the fact that PINNT has continued for 30 years as an entirely
voluntary-run organisation until now. It is simply staggering – as the amount of work involved behind the
scenes of any charity is enormous.Volunteering is a wonderful and noble thing to do but it can be demanding
and difficult when you are also managing health conditions, trying to survive financially plus dealing with all
the other commitments that life demands of us. I have background experience in a charity as a volunteer
myself, so I know exactly the amount of time, dedication and commitment it requires.
PINNT is providing an incredible service for both those on PN and EN and I intend to provide support for
the awe-inspiring people who are already doing their utmost to advocate and support you. And, of equal
importance, provide an excellent service to you – PINNT’s members. I will be working closely with the
inspirational PINNT team to continue PINNT’s excellent work. I look forward to connecting with you.
Julie Connery, National Secretary, PINNT
Online email:
comms@pinnt.com
Online address:
PO Box 3126, Christchurch, Dorset BH23 2XS
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Welcome to our Executive Committee member - Kim
October is always a strange
time for me as it was this
time four years ago that I was
first introduced to artificial
nutrition.

Although four years is a very short
time when compared to many,
during those years I’ve had four NJ
(Nasojejunal) tubes, two Hickman®
lines and 14 PICC (Peripherally
Inserted Central Catheter) lines.
Unfortunately, I’ve also had seven
line infections and spent months in
hospital. Consequently, I feel that
I’ve experienced most of what life
can be like on TPN (Total Parenteral
Nutrition) and how it impacts on
everyday life.
Four years ago, I was an international
high board diver and competing
around the world. I was representing
both Southampton Diving Academy
and Great Britain. I was also a keen
golfer, kayaker, cyclist and loved any
sport which gave me an adrenaline
rush. I didn’t have a care in the world
and thought I was invincible.

However, all that changed the day my
first PICC line was inserted as my life
had to alter once I was discharged on
TPN. I had to learn quickly to accept
help from my partner in caring for my
PICC line and that life would now be
very different to the one I once had.
In 2011 I qualified as a primary
school teacher and since then I’ve
been extremely lucky to teach at a
wonderful special needs school in
the New Forest. As a special needs’
teacher, I was aware of tubes, PEG-J
(Pecutaneous Endoscopic transGastric
Jejunostomy) and milk feeds but it was
only when I started artificial feeding
that I truly started to understand the
impact it has on life.

I now want to put both my teaching
experience and understanding about
being artificially fed together to help
others. In doing so I am planning to
write a range of children’s books that
support children with the transition
from food to tube. It will also be
written with the goal of helping them
to cope in hospital or when nurses
visit their home.

Online Contacts
Executive Officers:
General Secretary - Steve Brown - 07500 871547
Email: sbrown@pinnt.com
Chair - Carolyn Wheatley - 01202 481625
Email: cwheatley@pinnt.com
Online:
PO Box 3126, Christchurch, Dorset BH23 2XS
Email: info@pinnt.com
Telephone: 01202 481625

www.pinnt.com

PINNT provides invaluable and
extensive support and I hope I can
contribute by letting children know
that artificial nutrition should not stop
them from living their life to the full.
After all, no matter how inconvenient
a tube can be, we can overcome the
restrictions and live a full life again.

PINNT:
PO Box 3126, Christchurch, Dorset BH23 2XS
Email: info@pinnt.com
Website: www.pinnt.com
VNT – Virtual Nutrition Team (Advisory Board)
Email: VNT@pinnt.com
National Secretary:
Julie Connery
Email: secretary@pinnt.com
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Cruising with our ‘Princess Gaynor’
This article is aimed at anyone on PN (Parenteral
Nutrition), who likes the idea of taking a cruise but needs
a bit of encouragement and tips from others who have
experienced it. This spring, my husband, Peter, and I went
on another cruise. We have cruised to many beautiful
places, Scandinavia, the Mediterranean, the Caribbean
and the South Pacific but this cruise was different, this
was my first with PN. Our cruise line of choice is Princess.
This is not an advertisement (other cruise lines are
available!) but I am basing this on my personal experience.
Incidentally, I have other conditions which require a stoma
and a wheelchair, so I’ll throw in a few pointers for anyone
else similarly blessed.

Top tips
First things first - do this as soon as you know you want to
cruise. It can never be too early.
Contact your cruise line of choice, tell them about your
condition and request what you may need. Important
ones may be:
➢ Space in their medical fridge maintained at the
optimum temperature if taking compounded PN
➢A
 ccess to your PN at prearranged times
➢A
 surface in your cabin big enough to allow you to lay
out out your medical supplies for your procedures
➢A
 sharps bin if needed, if not bring your own
➢A
 nything else you personally require managing your
condition(s)
The cruise line may be wary and ask for copious detail.
In my experience, this is because they want to take the
best care of you and the more information they have, the
better.
Contact your PN supplier and ask for what you need:
➢E
 nough PN and possibly additional IV fluids for the
duration of the trip
➢C
 ool boxes that maintain correct storage of the PN,
between 2O – 8OC for compounded PN
➢A
 delivery to meet you at the cruise terminal of choice
or delivery to home in advance if you are packing it
and taking it yourself
➢S
 uitable ancillary equipment to be delivered to your
home in good time for you to check and pack.
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Following all that you can relax a little and soon the day of
your cruise will arrive.
Peter had organised everything, including packing all my
ancillary equipment and planning the delivery of my PN to
Southampton. So far so good. At 8.30am, on embarkation
day, we left Birmingham and headed to Southampton in
advance of our departure for foreign climes. At about
the midpoint in our journey, we discovered I’d forgotten
my raincoat (I had one job!). I bought a new one on the
ship, it didn’t rain – swings and roundabouts. We arrived
in good time to meet the person bringing my PN. We
waited and waited. Eventually we went in search of my
PN. It appeared that it had been delivered an hour early
and handed to a staff member. We had no option but to
embark and go in search, we had to locate it – without the
PN I couldn’t cruise.
The staff of Princess couldn’t have been more helpful.
A member of staff stayed with us while others tracked
the errant PN. In the meantime, the on-call nurse, from
my PN provider, contacted the courier and then emailed
me the name of the person who had signed for it and
a copy of his signature. We were plied with coffee and
reassurance and before we knew it, I was reunited with my
PN. It was brought to me by a lovely nurse, from the ship’s
medical facility, who transported it on a wheelchair. We
were able to check and count the bags, safely ensconced
in their ‘cool chain’ polystyrene boxes, and then consign
them to the care of the medical team. They were stored in
the medical fridge in the medical centre. I also have ‘cold
chain’ injections, which were stored in the same fridge. By
arrangement, Peter went to the medical centre, each late
afternoon/early evening, that I was having PN, to collect
a bag. It all ran like oiled silk.
Managing the PN was generally straightforward. We took
an opaque bag to transport it from the medical centre and
a hook to hang over a door (we used the wardrobe) to
elevate the bag before it was connected to the pump. Peter
has been trained to connect and disconnect me. Thanks
to my arthritis, there are days when I have the manual
acuity of a doughnut.
It is important that you don’t use the fridge in your room
for storing any ‘cold chain’ medication. The temperature
isn’t suitable. We book early to secure an accessible room
– essential for wheelchair users. In my experience, these
have always had a wet room (as opposed to smaller rooms
with shower cubicles) and plenty of space. Crucially, the
rooms have enough surface space to lay out PN essentials
(also needed for sorting my stoma). The sharps bins,
provided by the cruise line, are taken, and the contents
disposed of, by the ship’s staff.
At the time of writing I am looking forward to our next
cruise in the Baltics, (can’t wait) – we may try ‘off the peg’
(multi-chamber) bags, which don’t need refrigerating. The
drawback is that you don’t get all your essential ‘bespoke’
elements but, for a week, I have been assured, it isn’t a
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problem. For a longer trip, other arrangements would
need to be in place.
Eating: For many people on PN, myself included,
food can be a major issue. All the staff in the range of
restaurants, formal and self-service are anxious to help. In
one of the formal dining rooms, we were greeted at the
door. A waiter would manoeuvre (sometimes lift – with
my permission) my wheelchair into a position, at our
designated table, where I could sit in my place of choice.
I mention this as an example of the level of care from
the staff. There is a wide variety of foods available. I am
on a low-residue diet (limits high-fibre foods) and, in the
formal dining room, have had no difficulty, for example,
returning dishes, garnished with previously unmentioned
nuts (an absolute no-no for me), and receiving a nut-free
replacement. In the self-service restaurants, you see exactly
what you are getting before it goes on your plate and the
choice is extensive. Also, in the self-service restaurants,
should you require, members of staff will offer to carry
your plate and to fill it with food of your choice. This is
handy if you are in a wheelchair or if you are carrying PN.
I know not everyone can manage a rucksack and a tray!
If necessary, the waiting staff will also find you a table.
At this point, for those of us who are immuno-suppressed
or prone to infection, I should mention that there is an
abundance of hand sanitisers at restaurant entrances,
and members of staff, stationed beside them, to ensure
they are used. There are many more stationed around the
ship. Disposable gloves are in evidence, also. The ships are
beautifully clean. If you are on PN and do not eat at all,
there are plenty of pleasant places, from lookout lounge to
library, where you can relax while your party eats, should
you prefer.
Entertainment and trips: There is another major
advantage of cruising from Southampton, or any British
port. There are no luggage weight restrictions, so you
don’t have to give up clothes space for medical kit. I also
take supplies for my stoma, referred to as ‘The Hitchhiker’
on land and ‘The Stowaway’ at sea, and my wheelchair.
Despite all that, we found more than adequate storage
space, in our cabin, for all my ancillary equipment.
If you want to go on a tour that starts early the following
day (for example) and would therefore need to have
your PN during the day and evening, get connected take
your bag and do what you fancy. Whatever time you are
connected, don’t let it confine you to your cabin.
There is so much to do on a cruise although it does vary
from cruise line to cruise line. In my experience, you could
go to a show, visit a bar, see a film, dance, join in a quiz,
play bingo, attend a lecture or learn a skill. As examples, I
have learned all about Captain Cook, how to tie a sarong in
multiple styles, how to crochet and how to play the penny
whistle (badly). You can also have brilliant conversations
with people that you may never meet again or who could
become friends. If you’ve never, ever cruised, one of the
best things is going to lots of lovely places, on this trip we
went to the Channel Islands, La Rochelle, Bilbao and La
Coruña, but only having to unpack and repack once!
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Finally, I will just say that we have met fellow cruisers, some
with carers, with a wide range of illnesses, conditions and
equipment. Some need wheelchairs of varying degrees of
sophistication. Some carry accessories. Some are obviously
on oxygen, and some people are of indeterminate needs.
No one has ever made me feel uncomfortable or out of
place. Don’t let PN hold you back. If you can manage it
at home, you can manage it on a cruise ship.
To summarise:
➢G
 ive your PN supplier plenty of time to organise
your PN and ancillaries (check the time stated in their
travel service information)
➢C
 ontact your cruise line as early as possible
➢D
 on’t book until you have agreed appropriate
arrangements with your PN supplier
➢D
 on’t book until you are happy that the cruise line
can give you what you need. They are likely to be
cautious if they haven’t handled PN before so give
them plenty of time
➢M
 ake sure you take all your ancillaries with you, plus
spares and a spare pump
➢H
 and your PN over to the medical team when you
arrive and know where it’s being stored
➢C
 onfirm the storage requirements with them
➢T
 ake an opaque bag big enough to transport your PN
from the medical centre to your cabin
➢T
 ake your rucksack for evenings/days out
➢T
 ake a hook to hang your PN when connecting or ask
your PN supplier about a folding dripstand
➢A
 sk your cabin steward for a sharps bin if you need
one
➢R
 emember your coat!
➢E
 njoy!

Gaynor Morgan
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The rocky but rewarding road
Hello, I’m Zayne and I would
like to share our story with you.
In 2010 we were blessed with a
beautiful and very special baby
girl who was born with complex
respiratory and gastro medical
issues making her number
seven in the world with her
unique genetic condition called
‘Duplication 22q12q13’.
From the offset, our gut feeling was
‘something’s not right’. She wanted
to sleep 24/7, hardly cried and was
not really interested in feeding. I
tried both breast feeding and bottle
feeding, yet still she wasn’t keen.
We took her to the baby clinic and
the GP said she seems fine and
dismissed our concerns. In despair,
we contacted GOSH (Great Ormond
Street Hospital) and booked a private
appointment to see the gastro team.
As parents, we couldn’t just sit there
and do nothing. Something wasn’t
right.
She was three-months-old when we
went to see the Gastro Consultant at
GOSH. The consultant mentioned
that she did seem to have mild
dysmorphic features and would need
to undergo various tests to identify the
issues. GOSH contacted our GP and
asked them for an immediate referral
as they shared our concerns. A month
after our first visit, she became very
poorly. We rushed her to our local
hospital and it was discovered that
her oxygen saturations were low.
Her breathing was heavy. X-rays
confirmed aspiration pneumonia.
Our baby girl was aspirating due to
dysphagia (swallowing problems)
in addition to suffering from severe
reflux. This caused her upper right
lung to collapse. Little did we know
that the things we take for granted
in life such as eating orally, and
swallowing saliva was life threatening
for her. From then on, she required

naso-gastric tube feeds and required
24/7 portable oxygen therapy. It
was daunting! We had to bottle our
feelings and crack on with it. Our
baby was fragile and needed our
strength to help her.
After spending months on end
between GOSH and our local
hospital undergoing treatments and
investigations, she was diagnosed.
Her syndrome is so rare and there
is not much information to go by.
At eight-months-old, her condition
worsened. GOSH put her on an
emergency surgery list explaining
that if they didn’t operate asap her
lungs would cease to function. After
five days of being on the list, she was
operated on. The procedure entailed
a Nissen Fundoplication (a surgical
procedure in which the top of the
stomach is wrapped around itself to
prevent reflux) and fitting a G-tube
(gastrostomy tube) at the same time.
Her problem was being caused by
poor swallowing (including aspirating
on her own saliva) and severe GERD
(Gastroesophageal Reflux Disease).
Essentially a two-fold problem. We
spent the first year of her life in
hospital. It was surreal! We celebrated
her first birthday at GOSH and got
discharged a few days after. Her GTube and Nissen’s have been lifesaving. We cannot thank the nurses
and consultants enough. We will
forever be grateful. It really has saved
her life. Six months after surgery, her
lungs got stronger and we managed
to wean her off the oxygen.
She does suffer from a low immune
system and the winter months can be
pretty rough and isolating as we can
become house-bound at times. She is
now 8-years-old, however physically
looks no bigger than a three-year-old
weighing 12kg and 97cm in height.
She is non-verbal but has her own
way of showing what she wants.

At five-years-old she became more
mobile and at six she started eating
blended puréed food orally (though
we trigger her swallowing by giving
her a dummy after each spoonful or
else she would not swallow it). All
her fluids still go through her tube.
She also requires a lot of venting
and free drainage during the day to
alleviate her tummy pain caused from
excessive gases. She will always have
to depend on her tube for fluids and
venting. Our little girl is a fighter and
we have learnt more from her than
she from us.
It can be a very lonely place as a
special needs parent. It’s very difficult
to find someone to babysit for respite.
I think family members and people
see the tube feeding as scary but
really it isn’t. My initial advice to all
new tubie parents is to get a referral
to a disability social worker. Social
workers help with allocating families
with direct payments to hire a personal
assistant “trained in tube feeding”.
This helps provide you – as a family
– with respite and your child having
access to additional community visits
(such as sensory rooms, soft play,
cinema, a visit to the town etc).This
is vital as it allows you to focus on
yourself and other siblings that may
feel a bit left out because you need to
give your other child more care and
support.
Secondly, I recommend joining tube
feeding support groups on Facebook.
It’s always nice to be able to have a
chat, rant, advice and support from
other tubie parents going through a
similar journey. Last, but not least,
you cannot pour from an empty cup!
You need to focus on your own wellbeing too!
Your journey might be scary at first,
but you will be surprised at how
inspiring this journey can be!

Zayne

Fo l l o w u s o n Tw i t t e r @ P I N N Tc h a r i t y -

Tell your friends and follow us.
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Hello and thank you!
Lulabelle from Paignton was born at 31 weeks gestation due to IUGR (Intrauterine Growth Restriction) and she was
just 2lb 7oz! She’s a fighter and following on from being NG (Naso-gastric) fed and failure to thrive due to GERD
(Gastroesophageal Reflux Disease), she had two operations in January 2017 and June 2017 – fundoplication and
gastrostomy - and now is fed through her mini button.

She is an inspiration and a determined independent girl who inspires me every day. Her scars are her strength and
she loves caring for her dollies and for our cat and chihuahua. We are so grateful to the NHS for all their services and
on-going support from PINNT – even down to sending birthday cards – it means so much. Her new Medical Tag will
make such a difference to being out and about as she has two mini feeds in the day and her main feed overnight. Every
day is a blessing to have such a beautiful little girl whose kindness and caring already showing signs of a prosperous
future. Thank you again PINNT and good luck to all the other families out there with similar conditions.

2018 CN Award for New product of the Year
Thanks to the readers of Complete Nutrition (CN)
Magazine. It is the UK’s No. 1 clinical, medical and
health nutrition publication – we are proud to announce
our ‘Medical Tag’ has been recognised with the 2018 CN
Award for New Product of the Year.
TeamTAG, was lead by PINNT’s chair Carolyn, who
attended the award ceremony in September. Each category
winner received their award with pride and I think it’s fair
to say we were bursting with joy and excitement when
our names were read out to come forward and accept the
award. During the ceremony, the winner of the CN 2018
Geoff Simmonett ‘Commitment to Patient Care’ Award
was presented to Claire Abbott, Macmillan Oncology
Dietetic Assistance, Royal Surrey County Hospital. This
award was named posthumously after a truly wonderful
man - Geoff was a trustee of PINNT and a true advocate
for enteral patients.
The award ceremony was followed by a delightful
afternoon tea. Thanks to everyone at Complete Nutrition
(CN) Magazine for hosting the awards. Congratulations
to all the winners.
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The annual CN Awards were launched in 2010 by Complete Media
& Marketing Ltd (CM2) – the publishers of Complete Nutrition
(CN) Magazines. CM2 do not endorse any particular individual’s,
group’s, organisation’s or company’s products, services, resources,
views or opinions. For further details on the CN Awards, visit: www.
nutrition2me.com/cn-awards
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HAN (Home Artificial Nutrition) week 2018 update
Our sixth HAN week, 6–12 August 2018, was another successful event. We were delighted to launch our video, which
was produced in conjunction with and thanks to Dorset Police. Following the launch of our Medical Tag in HAN week
2017, we have continued to progress this project. The purpose of our Medical Tag is to support people who want to or
need to feed out and about in public. One PINNT member, contacted us following an incident in a cinema. This led to
us working closely with Dorset Police to produce a short video to promote that ‘it’s okay to ask and it’s okay to share’ if
people ask about a medical rucksack, especially if they have a PINNT Medical Tag attached. The video is part one of a
short series of educational videos that will be used internally within police training colleges to raise awareness with the
people who are there to support the public. The video can be found on YouTube: https://youtu.be/Lt_I9sSc2VI
We ran a series of pertinent messages about home artificial nutrition on social media during the week, you can view
these below. Also, we had featured stories that we used to raise awareness of HAN. We use these to draw interest to
our week, but we encouraged all members to share their own story, or involvement with HAN, so as many different
experiences are shared and heard by as many people as possible. We had eight stories, one was a video. We will be
sharing the first four in this edition, the others will follow in the next one.
As part of HAN week Baxter made a commitment to start visits to the compounding unit in Thetford, to see how
parenteral nutrition and IV fluids are made. See, the feature on page 11.
Our week concluded with an amazing meeting in Liverpool. We launched a new format which was well received.
Please see the lovely feature on page 14.

Day one, HAN week
Steve: A Life changing experience
In my former life I had
a
successful
business
contracting
in
the
construction industry. In
2015 I found myself facing
major surgery to remove
a cancerous tumour in
my throat, which means
I now depend on enteral
tube feeding. I’m going to
be completely honest, I’d
rather not have it. While it
provides my nutrition, I find
it a real bind. The positive
aspect is that I’m grateful
it’s an option for me.
Realistically, it presents a variety of challenges – I’ve created
a new life based around my feeding and having to carry the
rucksack around all day. Yes, I’m mobile and it’s lightweight
and easy to carry around but it gets in the way of normal
activities. Doing the simplest of tasks means having to
accommodate my rucksack and tube. I’m fortunate, I can
have sips of water but nothing else; I miss food and drink
along with the social interaction this presents. For me, I
find it hard to sit and watch people eat. Usually I remove
myself from these scenarios but still enjoy social activities
without partaking in food. I’m not sure people realise how
hard it is unless it happens to you.
So, life on enteral feeding isn’t something I enjoy, as I said
I am grateful it’s an option for me; being a realist I know
I’ve got no choice but in an ideal world I’d love to be eating
and drinking normally. However, I know my condition
means that fitness is key to future health. I’ve taken an
interest in cycling, walking and exercise and attend various
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classes such as yoga, tai
chi and chi kung and
aim to be proactive in
trying to make a positive
contribution to my own
wellbeing. This comes
with obstacles – juggling
feeding and classes isn’t
always easy.
Travelling is something
I enjoy – when I can,
I like to visit different
places. Of course, taking
the feed and all the kit is
essential, there’s always
a reminder that I’m
dependent on enteral feeding. It was when I was out and
about that I had an incident which resulted in seeking some
reassurance about being out in public with my rucksack;
nothing serious but one thing led to another and I contacted
PINNT to see if something could be done. This coincided
with the launch of the PINNT Medical Tag.
Through personal contacts I had been in discussion with
Dorset Police and PINNT became involved too. The video
PINNT is using during HAN week came to be through
brainstorming and a shared commitment to offer support
to fellow patients and security services (in these times of
heightened security). It was a gloriously sunny day when
we filmed it. Bournemouth beach looked lovely and it was
great to be part of a team which wanted to offer support
and reassurance for those of us on home artificial nutrition.
I’m proud and delighted that my original incident will lead
to further awareness through the local police force and that
it will be extended further afield.
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Day two, HAN week
Evelyn: Have pump will party!
Hello, I’m Evelyn, I’m sharing our
story as I believe raising awareness is
fundamental to more people knowing
about HAN and those who need it.
My son David is 12-years-old and he
is enterally fed due to complications
at birth. David has cerebral palsy. He
has an unsafe swallow and will never
be able to eat.
When he was born David was cared
for in the SCBU (Special Care Baby
Unit) in the RAH (Royal Alexandra
Hospital) in Paisley, Scotland. At the
very start David’s tongue seemed
to be very high up in his mouth and
he showed no interest in feeding.
He obviously had to be fed and
NG (Naso-gastric) feeding was the
solution. David was in SCBU for six
weeks and during that time we were
trained to pass an NG tube and how to
do bolus feeds (feeding method using
a syringe). We tried to encourage him
to use his tongue and gave him tasters,
however, slowly but surely, we realised
that enteral feeding was going to be
the norm. After NG feeding for nine
months we decided that it would be
better for David and for us if we opted

for PEG ( Percutaneous Endoscopic
Gastrostomy) feeding. David is under
the care of the RAH and went to
Yorkhill in Glasgow for operations
related to feeding.
We would love it if we could watch
David tuck in to his dinner but that’s not
going to happen. Instead we can rely
on the feeds he gets being nutritionally
sound and allowing him to thrive. One
major benefit of the way that David is
fed is that it can happen pretty much
wherever we are and whatever we are
doing. We have set up feeds in planes,
trains and automobiles! in the cinema,
at the shops, in a castle, etc. David’s
feeding regime doesn’t hold him back
and is, in our eyes, a normal way to
be fed. Some people find it odd and
stare. David is unaware of this, but
we sometimes find it uncomfortable.
Rather than stare at us we’d much
rather that people asked us questions
about how David is being fed. Raising
awareness of HAN can only be a good
thing from that point of view.
To know David is to love him. He’s
a real charmer and loves meeting
people. The photo attached is of

David at his Primary Seven prom. He
was so excited to go and loved taking
part in the disco. His feed was started
while he was at the prom and being
able to do this meant that he could go
to the prom and have lots of fun. In
his own way he is doing his wee bit to
raise awareness and understanding of
disability within our local community.
Hopefully, people will see that whilst
David has cerebral palsy and can’t
sit up, stand, walk, talk or eat... he is
still thriving and happy. If we didn’t
have HAN that wouldn’t be the case.
David’s feeding regime doesn’t hold
him back and that’s exactly how it
should be.

This year has been truly amazing,
sometimes I need to pinch myself to
confirm that it is all true. To list just
a few of the things that have me up
on cloud nine: I lived in the French
Alps for a month (skiing, doing work
experience and generally revelling in
my freedom and the fresh air), I moved
in with my boyfriend (and am still
enjoying shouting “honey I’m home”
in different accents whenever I open
the front door – luckily he is just as silly
as me), and after what has felt like a
bit of an eternity can finally (and very
proudly say) that I have graduated from
medical school!
All these things are massive, but to me
they feel even more special as a few
years ago I couldn’t have even dreamt
of such a fantastic life. When I was 21
I was very unwell and in hospital for a

long time. Because of what happened I
was left with short bowel syndrome and
have been reliant on PN (parenteral
nutrition) seven nights a week since.
I have had difficult times; feeling
anxious about various aspects of PN
(of which there are an infinite amount,
if I ruminate on it) and having the
occasional laps in self-confidence.
It has taken me a while to get into the
rhythm of life with PN (calculating
what time I need to be home, so I’ll be
on time the following morning, etc.)
But gradually PN has almost become
habitual, like brushing my teeth (but
with a lot more concentration!). Being
on artificial nutrition means that
everything requires a little extra thought
and planning, but for every effort that I
put in I seem to get back 1000 times its
worth in interest.

Day three, HAN week
Bethia: Dare to dream
Hi, my name is Bethia and I am 25. I
consider myself to be pretty normal,
although anyone who has seen me
dancing around the kitchen singing
would probably disagree.
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I have been lucky enough to have had
excellent medical care, without which
there is no way that I would be where
I am today. But once I had left the
hospital setting and tried to get back
into life, it soon became clear that
although health care professionals
gave me the gift of survival, it was
now down to me to re-form my life
with artificial nutrition by my side.
My experiences with illness, and
the long (sometimes faltering) climb
back into a full life, has motivated
me to write an information booklet
about living with artificial nutrition,
discussing the emotional, practical
and sometimes taboo topics that it
brings with it. PINNT has supported
the production of the booklet which is

now a PINNT resource for members.
Currently it’s available as a download
only, PINNT hope to print it later

in the year. Thanks to PINNT for
making its production and distribution
possible.

Ed replies: We will be featuring the booklet in more detail in the next edition. If you haven’t had the opportunity
to read it yet, you can find it on the website: https://pinnt.com/News/News/Non-Members/Living-withArtificial-Nutrition-Booklet.aspx

A partner’s story
We want to share this personal experience shared
by a loving husband, it was sent to us for HAN
week. It’s on the website but you may have missed
it. It’s a thoughtful and eloquent story that many
of us will benefit from reading.
The vital role of the carer; a role which often means being
the rock and supporter for your loved ones. The worth of
carers is often grossly underestimated. My wife, Jayne, was
put on PN towards the last two years of her life as this was
the only method left to enable her to get the nutrients she
needed to live. In 2003 Jayne was diagnosed with cancer,
her treatment ultimately led to her to having a Urostomy
and Colostomy due to bladder and bowel failure, though
she managed to have a full life until November 2012.
We faced this new development in her fight to sustain life,
we were both scared and uncertain of the unknown, we
didn’t know what to expect but we knew it couldn’t be
ignored.
As the carer it was sometimes difficult to remain positive,
to be the one that always pretended to find the positive in
the next news – and now, how on earth was a catheter into
the main artery right next to her heart going to help to feed
her? Who knew that you could take in your nutritional
requirements and fats directly via the blood stream? It was
my job to be the calm and the reason and to give plenty of
unwavering confidence… You can cry on your own when
nobody can hear you!
There were many positive aspects to her PN and there were
some negative ones too. On the negative side Jayne was
very conscious of infection, particularly as she had to have
the catheter replaced twice due to one case of rejection and
one of infection; this meant her being extremely nervous
of sharing bathrooms or other environments where others
may not be so conscious about hygiene.
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Things that went wrong occasionally: Failure to connect
the line correctly or air in the line – this was generally
user error and mostly occurred when Jayne was tired. It
was important that I knew how to connect and disconnect
the line and was confident enough to do this, including
ensuring everything was wiped down and handled
correctly, so that I could step in and support Jayne or fully
undertake the task.
Supplies failed to be delivered – we were delivered to
once a week with a week’s supply; on several occasions
our supplier failed to supply, and this led to panic and
concern for Jayne. It was difficult to impress upon these
people how important it was; she probably wouldn’t have
died from one missed night, but the fear and panic caused
more issues and as her partner it was distressing.
On the positive side the PN was administered throughout
the night, this enabled her to have a relatively normal life
during the day, indeed she continued to teach daily and
was doing so 48 hours before she passed away.
The discreet placing of the catheter meant that Jayne, who
was very self-aware and loved to dress up nicely during the
day, was able to look ‘normal’ from the outside and wear
her normal clothes. Not bad for a double stoma and PN
patient! Overall, PN enhanced our lives, we were able to
go on holidays – the PN team were incredibly supportive
of us doing this and ensured our support and supplies
were in the right place for us. We were able to go out to
the cinema or even to dinner, though Jayne didn’t eat solid
foods she could make a plate of it disappear for effect!
The Nutritional Team and PN Nurses were amazing,
they could not have been kinder, more patient, or more
responsive, and that was just with me! Without them we
would never have got to grips with this new way of life,
but it quite literally extended our lives.
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My piece of advice to a partner or carer is; ensure you
learn about every aspect of PN, ensure you know what
must be done and what type of feed is given and when.
Be confident and show your partner you can carry out
the connection and disconnection for them in case it’s
needed. Most of all, be involved, meet the people, meet

the couriers, meet and talk to the nutrition team; being
interested gives confidence. Be patient and caring always.
We wish to thank everyone for their support
during HAN week. If anyone has a project or idea
for HAN week 2019, please let us know – we’d love
to hear from you!

Wow! Just wow! What a privilege to have a glimpse into
the hard work and dedication that goes into producing
our bags of PN (parenteral nutrition) and therefore what
goes into keeping intravenously fed patients alive.

stand or roll over a giant sticky pad to get rid of anything
stuck in the treads – and then it was on with the overcoats,
hair and beard nets, gloves and overshoes.
I had seen clips of PN being made on YouTube, but it isn’t
representative of the real thing; the clips don’t give you
the sense of effort that goes into making PN and, more
importantly, making it safe for the person receiving it.
The unit itself is impressive; it reminded me a bit of the
laboratory scenes in those disaster movies where there’s
been an outbreak of a highly contagious virus; with
people dressed head-to-toe in protective equipment, in
bright, clean rooms who we could watch through giant
glass escape hatches.

A great big thank you to Baxter and PINNT

The visit to Baxter at Thetford commenced with an
impressive show of the staff ’s dedication and creativity as
a member of our group was presented with some amazing
PN-themed birthday presents. This simple act helped to
demonstrate how much patients mean to Baxter. It was
certainly a hard act to follow, but Roz Prior, did a fantastic
job, starting with a talk about the company and the factory
itself, followed by questions from the group.

We moved onto the main part of the day, observing PN
being made. First up was ensuring sanitisation of the part
of the building we were going to access. First, we had to
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It takes around six months to be trained to make a basic
bag and when you see the processes they go through you
can see why. The first person we saw had not long started
and was part way through his training. He was making a
broth bag, which is part of the first stage of training. This
bag tests whether they are able to make a sterile product.
It is designed to indicate any growth of bugs as this of
course would be incredibly dangerous to us if ingested.
He was transferring individual components manually into
the broth bag to test his skills. The sheer effort that goes
into keeping patients alive is incredible.
The process staff go through simply to be allowed into
the PN unit each day is phenomenal and takes around 15
minutes. It puts the 30-second hand wash process that we
were all scrutinised doing – as part of our training – into
perspective. They have three different stages of cleaning
to go through. In the area where we viewed the operation,
staff must wipe down every item going into the next room
up to seven times. The garments inside the bags are sterile,
but the outside needs to be wiped down to make them safe
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to bring into the next room. At the
second stage, they strip down to their
underwear and follow several more
steps to enable them to go through
to the next stage and eventually into
the PN production room. There were
posters on the wall showing all the
steps they had to go through, and it
really made me value the effort that
they go to each shift to keep complete
strangers safe.
The training process continues with
being allowed to make more and
more complex bags until you get to
the final stage where they can make
the bags that the patients use at home.
As those of you on PN will know
these bags are made to the exact
requirements of the individual. The
people making them scan a barcode,
which contains your prescription and
then set the machine up to match it.
To say it was fascinating would be an
understatement.
I felt rather sorry for the trainee as
he was trying to focus on all these
complex processes, but probably felt
a bit like a zoo exhibit, as we all were
looking at him through this great big
glass window; how distracting!
In the second part of the unit, we
could see PN being made. The focus
and care were apparent. There was
so much to absorb, so much to hear
about and learn - it was impossible
to take it all in or do it justice in this
article. After spending some time
learning more about the folk in
the goldfish bowl, we took off our
beautiful overalls, and went into the
warehouse part of the unit. Here they
keep the components that go into the
PN, as well as other bits of essential
equipment. It was very loud, especially
when compared to the almost serene
quality of the sterile unit; boxes upon
boxes of equipment showing the scale
of production occurring. The giant
fridges were impressive with all the
PN ready to go out to patients. Even
the freezers for the ice blocks.
We also saw the other side of the
sterile unit and different parts of the
processes. Seeing the bags nearly
finished or finished waiting to go into
the fridges made me realise just how
many people are receiving PN.
After that, we returned to the room
where we had started, although I
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made use of the First Aid room to
have some medication and took the
opportunity to talk with (at!) Kenny
the on-site Occupational Health
Manager and found out about his
role. He ensures all the First Aiders
are up-to-date and looks after the
physical and emotional wellbeing of
all the staff. Apparently, there are
quite a lot of repetitive strain injuries
from producing PN predominately
through repeated drawing up of
syringes, and having to hold bags of
PN up to the light to check them;
doing that multiple times a day over
the years spent in the unit leads to
quite a few injuries. I know I damaged
my shoulder lifting my bag from the
back of my wheelchair multiple times
a day, so I’m not surprised that people
are injured eventually.

possible so that the PN remains safe.
Roz explained early on that PN is the
hardest product for them to make,
as although other products such as
chemotherapy drugs are made under
aseptic conditions, by the very nature
of chemotherapy drugs they have
an innate antimicrobial property,
whereas PN – due to being glucosebased - encourages microbial growth,
so it is the highest risk product they
make.
Having had exposure to how PN
is made, I can understand why it is
such a costly product, but also what a
privilege it is to be able to have PN. In
lots of countries, there is no access at all
to PN, and in others, patients cannot
afford it. We may be unlucky in that
we require PN, but we are, without a
doubt, extremely fortunate to be able

The visit ended shortly after, with a
united opinion of what a fantastic
opportunity we had been offered,
and how grateful we were to Baxter
and PINNT for organising it. It is
no small achievement to facilitate a
group visit to the compounding unit,
as Baxter’s priority is to make sure the
unit remains as sterile as is humanly

to access it secure in the knowledge
that the product is free from microbes
and safe to use. Seeing it being made
gave me a new appreciation for how
valuable it is, and every time I open
my PN fridge, my mind flicks back in
particular to the trainee in full sterile
kit going through all of that each shift
to make my PN.
I think it was also valuable for Baxter’s
staff as well because all they see is
a list of constituents to put together
to make our feed. What they don’t
see are the people at the end of the
prescription – the people they follow
all the guidelines, protocols and
procedures for. That includes not only
the people actually compounding the
product, but also people like Roz who
are in the offices ensuring that Baxter
is compliant with everything to ensure
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that the PN that appears in our fridges each delivery is
safe for us to use.
I am very grateful to have had the opportunity and am
thankful to those who made it happen. I would urge
anyone who gets the opportunity to go and have a look
for themselves. What an interesting way to spend an
afternoon!

Claire Connon

We would like to thank Baxter for not only
making a commitment to PINNT during HAN
week 2018 to arrange a tour of the compounding
facilities in Thetford – we want to thank them for
making it happen. We’ve hosted the pilot event
now, we look forward to future events in 2019.

Letters and comments to PINNT
Dear PINNT
I’m a former full-time carer from Northern Ireland. I looked after a family member diagnosed with cancer and
required a G-Tube and was dependent on enteral nutrition. I’m interested in starting an awareness/support/charity/
group here specialising in enteral nutrition and daily life with a G-Tube. I feel this is not represented here in Northern
Ireland. Is there anyone out there that would like to get in touch? If so, please email PINNT and they will pass on your
details to me. By emailing you’ll be giving consent for your information to be shared with me.

Neil

Dear PINNT
How thoughtful, it was lovely to receive my birthday card, thank you. It arrived the day before my birthday, which was
timely as I’ve been having a particularly rough period with my gut issues. The card lifted my spirits and put a smile on
my face, knowing someone cares and remembered me. I believe there are a team of lovely people who send these out,
please convey my thanks.

Sue

Dear PINNT
I found the travel information you sent extremely helpful, it certainly helped following the conversation I had with one
of the PINNT team. My holiday is now booked, medical baggage secured and arranged with the airline and I took the
advice to pre-book special assistance at the airport. My wife and I are looking forward to our first holiday now that I
am on enteral feeding. Oh, I nearly forgot – love the Medical Tag! Well done for producing a marvellous resource for
PINNT members and well done on the award.

Dave

PINNT Restaurant Card
All PINNT members can claim a FREE Restaurant Card.

Can you eat a small amount, but usually pay the full price for a meal
when you are out? The card is for you to use in eating places if you
are unable to eat a full portion. You should show it to the waiter/
waitress who will hopefully read and understand your request, and
allow you to either:

• share a portion • order a small portion
• order from the children’s menu (for adults)
This will hopefully avoid the need for you to give a lengthy and complicated explanation of your dietary
restrictions, as well as enable you to participate in the meal without incurring the cost of a full meal that you
may be unable to eat.
Please note that this card does not guarantee you co-operation from anywhere that you may try to use it; any
consideration will be solely at the eatery’s discretion.
If you would like us to send you a card, please get in touch: info@pinnt.com and put ‘Restaurant Card’ in
the subject box. You can also telephone anyone listed on the back cover.
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What a fabulous turn out for the annual get
together, held at a wonderful location – Jury’s Hotel
in Liverpool. The hotel team looked after us very
well on the day. It was a very fitting and successful
end to HAN (Home Artificial Nutrition) week.

There was a lovely atmosphere and all the hard work of
Carolyn, Sylvia and Tracy paid off, even though they were
all ‘run ragged’ on the day, selling raffle tickets, persuading
people to ‘Name the Bear’, organising the quiz and making
sure that the Creation Craft Station all ran smoothly; we
should take our hats off to them for running a great event.
The main room looked lovely and most welcoming and all
the sessions were very well attended.
If any other PINNT members would like to help in any
way with next year’s event, please come forward; we rely on
volunteers and so an extra few pairs of hands would be most
welcome. The location for 2019 is yet to be announced – so
in terms of volunteering please keep your eyes peeled.
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The AGM: Carolyn ran the session single-handedly this year
as other members of the Executive Committee were unable
to attend. The re-election of the Executive Committee
Members was confirmed, with those standing for re-election
being nominated and seconded by various people in the
room. The treasurer’s report was made available for anyone
to look through and any queries regarding this can be sent
through to PINNT directly.
Carolyn gave the Chair’s report thanking the people who work
with PINNT and stressing that PINNT is there to support but
reminding attendees that it takes time and effort and asked
if there were any other volunteers in the room. Offers were
forthcoming from a few people with one gentleman offering
to set up and develop a group in Scotland and one young
lady who had attended some festivals and was willing to work
with PINNT on producing a helpful leaflet. I understand two
other gentlemen also offered help after the meeting and had
a productive chat with Carolyn.
For the first time in PINNT’s 30-year history, the charity
has employed someone to work as National Secretary, Julie,
who will be supporting the various regional groups, and
working with PINNT to reduce some of the administrative
pressures on PINNT committee members. She started work
with PINNT in late September 2018 with a steep learning
curve, but her employment is a welcome addition to PINNT.
Carolyn was due to stand down for re-election as Chair this
year but is kindly staying on for another twelve months, so
she can offer support and her expertise to Julie.
Members may not comprehend the amount of work that
PINNT puts in with local hospitals, the NHS and various
other services in developing things to support members; there
is always a lot of red tape to get through. The pioneering work
involved in developing things like the Restaurant Card and
the Medical Tags all take time and effort, hence the urgent
need for more volunteers to share the workload.
Suppliers’ support: Thanks go to the many people
who came along to the AGM to support PINNT and to be
available to give advice to our members, those present were:
Calea - Homecare company for parenteral nutrition
Fresenius - Ambulatory parenteral feeding pump and home
company for enteral feeding
Independence Direct - Manufacturer of waterproof shower
protection for lines
Smith’s Medical - Ambulatory infusion systems for
parenteral nutrition
Nutricia Homeward Service - Homecare company for
enteral nutrition
Inspiration Healthcare - Ambulatory infusion systems for
parenteral nutrition
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PINNT - Support and advocacy for those on home artificial
feeding
TubieeGo - Who provide adapted bags for tube feeding
Tubie Kids - Adaptive sensory friendly clothing
Lloyds Pharmacy Clinical Homecare - Homecare company
for parenteral nutrition
Abbott Hospital to Home - Homecare company for enteral
nutrition
BD (formerly CME Medical Ltd) - Ambulatory infusion
systems for parenteral nutrition
B Braun/TransCare - Homecare company for parenteral
nutrition
Break-out sessions: Many thanks both to the suppliers
and the Benefits Agency representative who gave their
time to run these successful sessions, which ran throughout
the afternoon, again very much appreciated. The sessions
covered:
(1) Enteral tubes, site and troubleshooting
(2) All about multi-chamber PN bags
(3) Benefits
(4) PN ambulatory pumps
(5) Travelling with artificial nutrition
Creation Station: Thanks to those looking after the
Creation Station. All the children seemed to have had a
marvellous time. There were some winners: Ruby, Ezekiel
and Ruby (not an error; there were two Ruby’s).

of lucky winners, those who won two prizes happily donated
them back so others had a chance to win.

And, finally, and importantly, a huge thank you to all the
PINNT members, carers and families who attended the event
which was a great success both for members and for suppliers.
From the suppliers’ perspective, of those I managed to speak
to all were extremely complimentary about the event and
felt that it was a great opportunity for members to “meet
the person at the other end of the phone”, “be given the
opportunity to discuss their individual needs” and “find out
what is available to them”.

Liz Taylor

Name the Bear: Attendees were given the opportunity
to name the PINNT bear. ‘Flounder’ was picked by Lucy
Pollett.
Through the door prizes: Every attendee was given a
free raffle ticket on arrival. Adults had the opportunity to
win a bottle of Prosecco and the children a stationery and
craft kit.
Adult prize winner: Adam Edmunson.
Child prize winner: Emma Calcraft and her siblings.
Quiz: There was a lot of enthusiasm for the Liverpool Quiz;
the joint winners: Team Gastroparesis Warriors and Team
Saed.
Raffle: Raffle prizes this year included vouchers, Lego,
toiletries, candles and a variety of other donated prizes. Lots
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#verify – PINNT’s medical tag
Our Medical Tag was designed to aid people when out and about; it’s not just for
airports – it’s for use in lots of public places to provide added verification that the pump
is medical equipment. We are delighted that our Medical Tag is now available for all
members who wish to order one for their rucksack.
We have received useful feedback, which will help us modify it and make
it even better! Both the Tag and supporting information will be given an
upgrade. We hope to offer this in 2019.
You will receive:
1 ‘medical tag’, a covering letter for your personal use and an information card to slot inside your rucksack or
handbag.
Applications can be made by:
email: comms@pinnt.com or by post: PINNT, PO Box 3126, Christchurch, Dorset BH23 2XS
Please include:
•
Your full name
•
Address including your postcode
•
A contact telephone number
•
Your PINNT membership number.
The Medical Tag will not eliminate the need for you to verbally explain what you have,
why you need it and what’s in your rucksack. It has not been designed to dispense with
any supporting letters you usually have when travelling, especially through an airport or
departure port. It’s intended use is to ‘verify’ what you’re saying – you are carrying genuine
medical equipment.
This will be an exclusive offer for PINNT members and the ‘medical tag’ will
not be available via any other source or sponsor.
Hi, I just wanted to send you this photo of my #verify Medical Tag being used out and
about! I always put it on my rucksack when I go out into an environment where there will
be lots of people or security checks etc. It’s been a great help and actually means a lot of
times I don’t have to go through bag searches as it makes it obvious it’s medical equipment!
Thank you so much for making this wonderful resource for PINNT members. In the photo
you can see me enjoying Peak Wildlife Park, it’s a good accessible day out.

Sarah

VNT guidance (Virtual Nutrition Team)
Good news – the VNT guidance documents are now
available upon request in a printed format. The current
topics are:
• Dental care for people on enteral nutrition (EN)
• Microblading and tattoos
•	Muscle cramps and home parenteral nutrition (HPN)
• Swimming with parenteral or enteral nutrition
• Prepping line for Taurolock™ and PosiFlush™
If you would like to receive a copy of a guidance
document or more than one, please email:
info@pinnt.com or telephone: 020 3004 6193. State
which one(s) you require, provide your full name and
address along with your membership number.
New VNT guidance - Response to PINNT members’ question on use of Biopatches and port protector caps
is ready to be added to the VNT section in the members’ area. It will be available as a download only at the moment.
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In memory of my nan
My nan was the strongest and most resilient woman it is likely I will ever know. She had a hard life from the start
contracting polio and teaching herself to walk again. She was briefly homeless in London and in later life developed
severe brittle bone and Crohn’s disease, the latter being the reason why she was fitted with a stoma and needed to be
fed via TPN (Total Parenteral Nutrition). But through all of this she always had faith and the mantra that - ‘no matter
what happened there was always someone else who was in a worse position’, and she would do whatever she could to
help them, whenever she could.
When she passed away in June 2017 my family and I were devastated, but we wanted to continue her legacy and help
as many people as possible. It was at this point that we decided to set ourselves a physical challenge. So, we signed up
to do a 15km Rough Runner course (roughrunner.com); we later found out we had signed up to the hardest terrain
course in the UK... oops!
For most of my team 15km was not going to be too difficult,
they were healthy, I, however, suffer from Fibromyalgia.
On Saturday 14th April the race began. After 3km every
step was agony, but all I kept thinking was that somewhere
out there someone was worse off than me. No matter
what, my whole team including me, was going to finish.
My family supported me through, and the last obstacle the dreaded Travelator (an uphill moving walkway), felt
like an eternity. But my family were there waiting at the
top. My mum and I cried at the end as we knew how proud
nan would have been of us.

We are gladly donating all our sponsorship to PINNT.
Unfortunately, we did not know about this charity until
after nan had passed away and wish we had. Going
forward we want to support PINNT in any way we can.

Forever 29

PINNT poster at the 40TH ESPEN Congress in Madrid
(European Society for Clinical Nutrition Metabolism):
1 – 4 SEPTEMBER 2018
Both the welcome and the weather
at ESPEN in Madrid was as warm as
the outside temperature: 36OC! As
previously reported, we were delighted
to have had our poster about our Medical
Tag accepted for display during the
poster session. We had a lot of interest
and members of TeamTAG were there
to talk to delegates who wanted to find
out more about our Tag. We received
numerous compliments for our eyecatching poster – a little different to
the usual medical posters. We wish to
thank BD Medical for supporting the
production of the poster.
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PINNT Prize Pot (PPP)
PPP draw – 30th September 2018 - (draw 3, 2018)

No 77 – Justine Jones – £79.50

No 68 – Valerie Beer – £47.70

No 38 – Maureen Skillen – £31.80
Registered charity : 1157655

PINNT: “Supporting people on home artificial nutririon”

PPP (PINNT Prize Pot). For our PPP to work we need to sell a minimum of 100 numbers. Once we reach
100 we will run the draw four times a year. In January it will cost £12 per number which covers the four
draws, this equates to only a £1 a month, or £3 per draw. You can purchase as many numbers as you wish
but a separate form must be completed for each number. Our first draw will take place in March 2019
providing we sell 100 tickets. Winners will be notified by letter with a cheque for their winnings attached.
We will then feature results in the next edition of Online and post the names of the three winners of PPP on
our website.
If you decide you wish to join the PPP club once the year has started that is not a problem as we can adjust
the fee accordingly. So, if after the first draw you join, you will pay £3 for the following three draws. You can
also buy extra numbers once we have started.
Your PINNT Prize Pot Club membership number(s) will be allocated and a membership card issued stating
your numbers. Each draw has three prizes and the amounts are dependent on the number of PPP Club
members.
Anybody can take part, it is not for members only. Please encourage friends and family to help support
PINNT with a small contribution of £12 which also could win them a prize.
So, come on everyone -– join our PPP starting January 2019. Just think you could be receiving your winning
cheque next year!
Application forms will be available in the next edition of Online, keep your eyes open.
Remember you have to be in it to win it.

CVC survey
Thanks to those who responded to the email and completed the survey
about CVC (central venous catheters). We recognise it was a snippet of
the information that could be relevant to CVCs, it’s such a big topic.
On this occasion we used your feedback for a presentation during the
BAPEN (British Association of Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition) annual
conference where we’d been asked to present during one of the main
sessions. We’ll cover this in the next edition as the conference is midNovember.
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PINNT Ambassadors

We welcome new Ambassadors. Allow us to introduce our latest recruits.
Janice Wheeler, Scotland – I would like to
introduce myself to everyone. My name is Janice
Wheeler and I am 69 years old. I live in Wishaw
and have been retired from work for ten years.
My work was as a civil servant administering a
government benefit. I looked forward to my retiral
years, however I now find myself busier than
ever. I have a small business that I do from home,
making handcrafted personalised greeting cards.
Busy at times and quiet at other times makes it
exciting.

was a widow and life seemed empty. Now my focus is on
my business.
On top of this, twice weekly I act as an athletics coach
working with athletes who throw Shot Putt, Discus and
Javelin. This is my first love as I am a retired Paralympian.
I have had the honour of competing in Atlanta 1996 in
Shot Putt as well as in Sydney 2000 where I competed in
Discus Throw. In both Paralympics I was able to return
with a silver medal for my efforts. Four world records are
also recorded in my athletics past in all three throwing
events. Therefore, I hope my coaching ensures the young
athletes are being helped in a positive way.
Agreeing to be one of the Scottish Ambassadors for
PINNT is something I feel strongly about and hope that
I can do the best in this role. I would like to see changes
as well as the excellent work of PINNT being promoted.
Being a PINNT member for almost twelve years I have
welcomed the changes that have already taken place and
it occurred to me that without patients taking on the role
of Ambassador, then there would be little or no support
for other patients.

Janice Wheeler on the right

I am a Glasgow Royal patient looked after by Dr Ruth
McKee. TPN dependent for 12 years due to complications
suffered with a fistula, the road to good health has not been
easy. Infusing four litres nightly, I have had some major
setbacks. Five years ago, I became extremely ill and it was
discovered that I had a clot in my right kidney. Surviving
this made me determined to fill each day with as much as
I could. I met my present husband eight years ago and we
have been happily married for seven years. Before this I

www.pinnt.com

Travel has been important during my life with my
Hickman line. My sister lives in Australia and I have
travelled three times with all my feed supplies. Not an easy
task to undertake but the result was well worth it. I tend
to be a bit stubborn and have always controlled my feeds
around my lifestyle as, although it is necessary to be fed
this way, I have not allowed it to dominate my life. Indeed,
I returned to work with my feed regime until my retiral.
I will be reaching a very special age later this year, 70
to be precise, and it was my hope to travel to share the
celebrations with my sister. The airline fares have increased
to such an extent that it will not be possible. This is a bit
disappointing, however being alive is the best outcome and
there will be celebrations whether at home or abroad.
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Ashley Stewart, Scotland - Hi there, my name
is Ashley I am 34-years-old living in Glasgow. I
am a Glasgow Royal patient looked after by Dr
Ruth McKee. I have agreed to be one-third of
the Scottish Ambassadors for PINNT as this is
something I feel strongly about, and I would like
to see many changes as it has been long overdue.
I have never known a Scottish Ambassador and,
while I possibly would not have thought about
the role, it occurred to me that without patients
taking up the role then there would be little or no
support for other patients.

My family are the one element of life that keep me
focused as without them I could so easily give up. I have
a wonderful partner who has been with me for seventeen
years as well as a sixteen-year-old son, a thirteen-year-old
daughter and an eight-year-old daughter. My family are
my rock and mean the world to me. I could not imagine
life without them and they are the reason to live and the
reason to keep on fighting. I was training to be a State
Registered Nurse before my health broke down and being
unable to complete my training was devastating. It is
something I would love to complete; however, my health
has taken steps in other directions.

I was fed by PEG-J (a feeding tube which is inserted
through the abdominal wall into the stomach and passed
through into the jejunum; a part of the small intestine)
from 2010 until 2011 then NJ (nasojejunal) fed until
March 2012. It was removed to allow a gastric pacemaker
to be fitted which failed. NJ fed from May 2012 until July
2015 I then had my first Hickman® line inserted. At this
time my weight had plummeted to 29kg and this line has
certainly saved my life. This line was inserted at St Mark’s
by Dr Gabe in London and I still attend a consultation on
a six-monthly basis. I was diagnosed with Gastroparesis
in 2010, then in 2015 a further diagnosis was made of
small bowel dysmotility which led to my dependence on
TPN (Total Parenteral Nutrition). 2016 saw a further
diagnosis of Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome so that was the key
to explaining the presence of the other problems.
I am currently TPN-dependent infusing two litres each
night, running for 16 hours. I do not have any night off. I
also infuse anti-sickness medications intravenously as I’m
unable to take these orally. It is not an easy life however I
count my blessings each day that I am still a survivor for
my family’s sake. TPN has certainly been my life saver as
without it I wouldn’t be here.
I don’t have any hobbies as such as seeing to my family
and interacting with them is of prime importance to me.
Being fit to share an activity with them is my primary role
and so long as I have the health to share with them, I am
exceptionally happy.

Last year I made a start on learning to drive but due to
episodes of hospital admissions, this has had to be put on
hold. I do plan to achieve this in the future.
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News and Group updates
Kick-starting a PN
group in Birmingham
I was delighted to learn that the
nutrition team at my hospital were
looking to arrange a patient get together.
Initially it will be for parenteral nutrition
patients and their families. I hope it will
become inclusive and we will welcome
enteral patients too. Apparently, the
nurses spoke to PINNT and it was an
obvious step to use this meeting to reestablish the historic PINNT group.
The nurses were keen to give patients
and carers a platform for mutual
support and discussion.
We met on 21st September at the
Crowne Plaza. It won’t be a venue
we frequent but it was lovely on this
occasion. It was welcoming and
accessible. Prior to the official part of
the meeting we had the opportunity to
visit the exhibitors who had supported
the meeting costs, Lloyds Pharmacy
Clinical Homecare, Calea, BD
Medial (formerly CME Medical Ltd),
Inspiration Healthcare and B Braun.
We had access to the exhibitors before
and after the patient meeting. During
these times too, it was lovely to have
the opportunity to chat with our own
nutrition team members.
The formal part of the meeting
commenced with an introduction from
Dr Sheldon Cooper who outlined the
amalgamation of the nutrition clinics
in Heartlands and Queen Elizabeth
hospitals on the QEHB (Queen
Elizabeth Hospital Birmingham) site.
This is to further improve the care and

Dr Sheldon Cooper

access to expertise that is currently
provided for home parenteral nutrition
patients. Dr Cooper also outlined the
research being undertaken by members
of the Nutrition Nurse Specialist
Team, particularly Jane Fletcher and
Hardip Malhi, from the QEHB. Once
this formal part was concluded, the
healthcare professionals left us to allow
for a truly patient-focused meeting.
An engaging, motivating and extremely
informative presentation of PINNT’s
scope, purpose, history and work was
then given by Carolyn Wheatley. She

also expanded on the ways in which
PINNT campaigns for, supports and
contributes to relevant research. As
an example, Carolyn showed us the
PINNT Medical Tag with the special
Quick Reference (QR) code; great
to have a tag to verify our essential
medical feeding pumps. Carolyn also
reported that PINNT is delighted to
announce that a new appointment has
been made, a National Secretary (see
page 2) to support the charity’s work
and expanding agenda.
After the presentations, I was delighted
to share why I felt I wanted to offer my
support to PINNT and fellow feeders
in my locality. We used part of the
presentation to discuss how our group
will start and what our expectations
were. It was agreed that I would be the
official Ambassador with the support of
two other people: Jason Murtagh and
Jacqueline Lewis; it’s lovely to have their
support. It was agreed unanimously we
would take small steps and build our
group gradually.
In conclusion, the consensus was that
the meeting had been useful, informative
and worthwhile. People valued the
informal private conversations with
other PN users. Some members
reported that it was the first opportunity
they had had to meet other PN patients
as well as others with stomas; all shared
common issues and questions.
We will be encouraging other people to
join PINNT, so they can become part
of our group.

Gaynor Morgan

A quick and easy way to donate to PINNT – Just Text Giving, give it a try.
It really is simple – text the word TUBE25 and then an amount (don’t use a £ sign). You
have a few choices with the amount; it can be £1, £2, £3, £4, £5 or £10. You then send
it to 70070. So for example if you want to donate £2 to PINNT type the following into the
message - Tube25 2 - and then send it to 70070.
You will then get an automatic text message receipt. There will be instructions about applying
Gift Aid to your donation; everything helps. It’s that simple and easy so don’t forget PINNT
this year especially as we approach the end of our anniversary year. We still have lots of
exciting projects and we depend on your generosity to help us achieve our goals.
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Leicester Regional PINNT meeting September 2018
We attended out first regional PINNT meeting in Leicester
after being inspired by the experience of a couple who
attended the last Leicester meeting, which we read about
in Online. Despite a series of setbacks regarding the date
of the event and various travelling woes the meeting was
well worth the time and effort we invested.
Phil Roberts did a great job of organising, with refreshments
on arrival and an opportunity for informal chat with other
people, including those on enteral and parenteral feeds,
carers, and healthcare professionals. There was also a
range of PINNT information booklets available.
I’ve been on HAN (Home Artificial Nutrition) for two
years and despite the excellent support I’ve received from
local health professionals I have never met anyone else
going through the same experience as myself. I found the
opportunity to discuss experiences and coping strategies
invaluable.
The event was enhanced by several short talks, led by
Phil, who reminded the group about the PINNT medical
verification tag which can be attached to the rucksack
- this eliminates the need to explain the purpose of the
bag whilst out. This led to discussions of holidays that
members had enjoyed over the summer, both in this

country and abroad. It included the experience of a lucky
member who had won a holiday with a company who
specialise in holidays for people with disabilities. A short
talk from Nutricia followed. They explained how their
feeds are manufactured and how the Nutricia bags are
gradually being replaced with bottles.
After this there was a fascinating talk about the
manufacturing process of parenteral feeds. One member
bravely agreed to talk about her experience of illness and
how this had led to the decision for her to have enteral
feeds. Finally, an attendee talked to the group about the
carer’s experience, and the help that is available through
the Leicestershire and Rutland Carers Centre (http://
claspthecarerscentre.org.uk/). All the talks were
extremely interesting with plenty of opportunity given for
discussion and questions. The morning was rounded off
with the all-important raffle to raise money for PINNT.
It was a great session, which we both really enjoyed.
We would like to thank Phil Roberts and his team for
organising and running the event, and also thank everyone
who attended and made us feel part of the group. We are
both looking forward to the next meeting.

Janet and Gavin Darby

Donations
£ 200.05
£ 200.00
£ 100.00
£ 50.00
£ 200.00
£ 222.00
£ 500.00
£3,000,00

-

In loving memory of
In loving memory of
Stephan Eichholz
Miriam Oldershaw
In loving memory of
In loving memory of
Collars 74
Forever 29

J Sinton
Patricia Griffiths

Enis Nichol
Ian Swain

I am pleased to send PINNT a cheque from
Collars 74, and a photo of some of our
members that were at the Summer Ball. I was
the President for the year, we are all Freemason,
and the Founder members started this group in
1974 (hence Collars 74) to get together to raise
money for our yearly President Charities.
As you can imagine we meet 4 times a year
to plan events to raise Funds for various
Charities that the incoming President would
like to support. I hope this donation will help.
Phil and Carole Jenkins & The Members Officers COLLARS 74

Thank you for all your thoughtful donations. These come in different ways; general donations, special events, in
memory of loved ones as well as regular donations received directly into the bank. We are sincerely grateful for each
and every donation we receive.
To everyone who attends regional or local events and buys raffle tickets - ‘Thank you’ - we really appreciate
your support.
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Updates
Validation for cold-chain boxes supplied by PN
(Parenteral Nutrition) homecare companies PINNT has raised the issue of variation with the HPN
(Home Parenteral Nutrition) stakeholder group for the
framework in England. It has subsequently been raised
with all the homecare companies during the recent
six-monthly review meeting. It is hoped that we can
work towards maximum validation in terms of hours
the boxes are stable for along with a consistent choice
of box sizes. It is apparent that while each homecare
company is providing something and is committed to
supporting patients, this should be reviewed. Meeting
the initial aims of the framework in England – which
is to offer equitable services, the review should help to
ensure patients have both a suitable and stable product
that not only guarantees the safety of the feeds but also
arrives in boxes they can physically transport.

Small dripstand / PINNT/LITRE stand – We
received some feedback from members, thank you.
The debate continues in terms of how to develop and
improve the stand that was made previously. During
some recent patient events we gathered more feedback
and ideas. Designing one stand that suits everyone
is looking like an impossible task! However, we will
continue to look at this and report back in due course.
LITRE (Looking into The Requirements for
Equipment) – LITRE, a sub-committee of PINNT
which responds to issues related to services and
products, is convened when relevant projects dictate.
One of the most recent projects has been the user
assessment of ambulatory parenteral nutrition pumps.
One of our new volunteers, Gary Taylor is looking to
convene a working group to look at enteral rucksacks
and possibly pumps. The remit is yet to be determined,
but we already have interest in the group. Gary will
report via Online as and when progress is made.

‘Safety’ poster reminder

You can claim your FREE poster as a PINNT member.
Designed for all HPN/TPN adults who go into hospital, to address key
questions about your treatment and care plans. We have asked parents to
review this so we can produce a poster for children if there is a need and
input from families.
Request your poster now. Telephone: 01202 481625 or email
comms@pinnt.com
We will need to give:
• Your name • Full postal address • Membership number (if you remember it).
The poster has been endorsed by:
• NNNG - National Nurses Nutrition Group
• NIVAS - National Infusion and Vascular Access Society
• ANTT - Aseptic Non Touch Technique
• PINNT
Further copies can be purchased directly from PINNT
http://pinnt.com/News/Safety-poster.aspx
EDITORIAL TEAM: Molly Wickert, Steve Brown Carolyn Wheatley and Julie Connery.
No content from Online can be shared on social media without the consent of PINNT trustees. We operate an official ‘Right to
Reproduce process.’ To seek approval, which will require completion of a simple form, please contact us: comms@pinnt.com
EDITING: All contributions for Online will be acknowledged upon receipt by PINNT. Due to space constraints, and in the interests of clarity, all
articles and letters will be edited where necessary. Authors will approve final copy prior to printing where significant changes may have been made. The
Editor’s decision is final. All copyright is owned by the charity.
DISCLAIMER: PINNT has made every reasonable effort to ensure that the content of this newsletter is accurate, but accepts no responsibility for any
errors or omissions. The views expressed are not necessarily those of PINNT and no reference to any product or service is intended as a recommendation
or endorsement. You should always seek advice from your own team of healthcare professionals in relation to your specific needs/treatment.
Designed and Printed by: Mail & Print Limited. Telephone: 0845 362 5393 Salisbury, Wiltshire.
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Local PINNT activities

PINNT get-togethers 2018/19 PINNT Ambassadors
Please notify us if you are planning to attend any
of the groups, thank you.
Please send your Group’s dates for publication to:
scottee@pinnt.com

Please contact us for information,
support or just a chat

South East:
1st November 2018, 12.30am – 2.30pm.
Earley Crescent Resource Centre, Warbler Drive, Earley,
Reading, Berkshire RG6 4HB

Sylvia Cottee. Tel - 01223 880616 - Email: scottee@pinnt.com

East Anglia:
Tracy Hill. Tel - 01945 780909 - Email: thill@pinnt.com

North West:
Liz Taylor. Tel - 07801 650067 - Email: ltaylor@pinnt.com

South Wales:
Paul Phillips. Tel - 07802 429872 - Email: pphillips@pinnt.com

Leicester:
2019 dates to be advised.
Thorpe Astley Community Centre, Lakin Drive,
Leicester LE3 3RU
East Yorkshire and Humberside (HPN) only:
2019 dates to be advised
Scotland/Glasgow:
2019 dates to be advised
We are hoping to announce new Ambassadors
and shared meetings with the Hope Hospital in
Manchester in 2019.

Norwich:
Jackie Riseborough. Tel - 01263 710774
Email: jriseborough@pinnt.com

South East:
Rhian Howells. Tel - 01635 273710
Email: rhian.howells@berkshire.nhs.uk

South West:
Jane Gagg. Tel - 01803 654951 - Email - jane.gagg@nhs.net
Georgie Adams. Tel - 01392 404635 Email - gadams1@nhs.net
Lisa Cripps. Tel - 01752 432562 Email - lisa.cripps@nhs.net

Leicester:
Phil Roberts. Tel - 0116 2890704
Email: philip.roberts@lnds.nhs.uk

Bristol:

WEBSITE ADDRESS
Dont’t forget to log on to:

www.pinnt.com

where you can access all kinds of PINNT information,
some of which is available to download. Our new
website is full of new and exciting items pay a visit and provide us with your feedback.

Julie Barker. Tel - 0117 342 7515
Email: julie.barker@uhbristol.nhs.uk

Birmingham:
Gaynor Morgan.
Email: gmorgan@pinnt.com

East Yorkshire and Humberside (HPN Only):
Philippa Macelhinney. Tel - 07827 937025
Email: philippa.macelhinney@hey.nhs.uk
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